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WELCOME 

Thank you for downloading “48 English Phrases That Save Face.”  !
Sometimes you get stuck in a conversation, and you don’t know what to say. 
You get nervous and uncomfortable.  !
The phrases you’ll learn in this little book will help you deal with those 
uncomfortable situations. !
You no longer need to worry about making yourself or the other person look 
bad.  !
These 48 phrases will save face. “Save face” means to avoid embarrassment 
and keep the respect of other people. !
After you read this book, you’ll know how to sound better in English. You’ll 
appear to be friendly and trustworthy, instead of being shy and short of 
words. !
This book is divided into sections about different uncomfortable situations. 
You’ll find phrases that work the best in those unique situations that you 
sometimes encounter in life. !
Thanks again for downloading this book. I hope it helps you in a meaningful 
way! !
Enjoy, !
- Josh !
www.splashenglish.com ! !!!

http://www.splashenglish.com


WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER 

Sometimes you get asked a tough question that you don’t really have a good 
answer to. Maybe you do have an answer, but you’re not 100% sure. Saying, 
“I don’t know” is easy, but ending a conversation with “I don’t know” isn’t 
always appropriate. You can use the following phrases so that you’re not 
lying, you don’t sound ignorant, and you can still feel like you’ve contributed 
to the conversation. !
Situation: You aren’t sure about your answer !
Josh: Why do you think most people quit going to gym after 3 weeks? 
You: This might not be the best answer, but I think most people who quit 
after 3 weeks weren’t serious to begin with. !
◦ You aren’t claiming that your information is 100% accurate, but you are 

still contributing to the conversation in a graceful way. !
Situation: You aren’t knowledgeable !
Josh: Could you explain this grammar rule to me? I don’t get it. 
You: Sure, I might not be the best person to ask about grammar, but let me 
take a look at it. !
◦ You’re letting Josh know that you aren’t a grammar wiz, but you’re still 

being friendly and helpful. !
Situation: You just don’t know if it’s accurate !
Josh: Is it true that it’s common for tiny spiders to crawl into our mouth while 
we’re asleep at night? 
You: I’m not sure, but I think I’ve seen someone talking about that on 
YouTube. !
◦ You aren’t validating or refuting Josh’s question about tiny spiders, but 

you can still carry on with the conversation.  



!
Similar expressions: 
I think I’ve heard of that before. 
I think I’ve seen something like that before. 
I think I read something about that on a blog. 
I think I heard someone mentioning that yesterday. !
Wrap-up: !
So, next time you want to answer a question you are not sure about, just use 
these phrases. !
This might not be the best answer, but ~ 
I think I’ve heard of that before. 
I might not be the best person to ask, but ~  !
!



WHEN YOU WANT TO REJECT POLITELY 

Some people ask you for a favor that you just can’t accept. Some people give 
you advice that you don’t need to hear. Use these phrases so that you can 
reject them politely without appearing arrogant while saving their face. !
Situation: Responding to an unacceptable request !
Josh: Do you have a minute? Could you please translate this 700-word essay 
from English to Korean? 
You: I’m sorry, but my hands are full at the moment. Could you try asking 
Jennifer? If that doesn’t work out, call me back on Saturday, and I’ll see what I 
can do. !
◦ “My hands are full” means you are busy. Offer an alternate solution or 

postpone the request. !
Situation: Responding to a request when you’re not the right person !
Josh: Could you help me with the design of my website?  
You: I don’t think I’m the right person for the job. If I can help you in any 
other way, just let me know. !
◦ Be clear about what you can and cannot help with. End on a positive 

note. !
Situation: Responding to worthless advice !
Josh: I read your essay. I think you really should add more exclamation marks 
and emotion in your essay. 
You: Thanks, I’ll think about it. !
◦ If someone gives you advice you just don’t need to hear, acknowledge 

their concern and move on. !!



Wrap-up: !
Next time you want to say “No” to someone graciously, just say: !
Thanks, I’ll think about it. 
I’m sorry, but my hands are full at the moment. 
I don’t think I’m the right person. !!
!



WHEN YOU MISSPOKE 

It’s embarrassing when you use a wrong word or say something you didn’t 
intend to mean. Here are quick fixes to redeem yourself when you misspeak. !
Situation: When you say something you didn’t mean !
You: I hate children. 
Josh: What!? 
You: No, I don’t mean that I hate them. I meant to say that children are 
annoying because they constantly seek attention. !
Similar expressions: 
What I meant to say is that, children are annoying. 
Sorry, that was the wrong word. I don’t hate them. I just find them annoying. 
That didn’t come out right. I meant to say that children are annoying. 
That’s not what I meant to say. !
◦ Admit that you didn’t say it right, and then correct yourself. !

Situation: When you need to explain yourself !
You: I wanted to eat cereal. Then my mother was sad. I was in the kitchen. I 
wonder why. 
Josh: I’m not sure what you’re talking about. 
You: Let me rephrase that. When I went to the kitchen to get some cereal, I 
saw my mother sitting there with a sad look on her face. I wonder why? !
Similar expressions: 
Let me say that again. 
Let me put it another way. 
Let me clarify what I just said. !
◦ Before you explain yourself again, say this phrase to give yourself time 

to think before you speak. !



Wrap-up !
Be careful not to let them get the wrong impression about you. When you 
misspeak, make sure to say one of the following phrases and correct yourself: !
I meant to say ~ 
It didn’t come out right. 
Let me rephrase that. 
Let me put it another way. 
Let me clarify what I just said. !
!



WHEN YOUR BRAIN STOPS WORKING 

Has your brain ever stopped working suddenly while talking? I don’t mean 
that literally because that would be fatal. What I mean is that sometimes your 
mind goes blank, and you just can’t remember what to say. Sometimes you 
confuse yourself, and you’re not sure what you’re talking about. Instead of 
panicking, use these phrases and salvage yourself from frustration. You won’t 
be embarrassed. !
Situation: When you can’t remember a word !
Josh: What is the name of the red, round fruit that starts with the letter “A”? 
You: Oh, I know. It’s… Umm… Agh, it’s on the tip of my tongue! !
◦ Use “It’s on the tip of my tongue” when you know something and 

you’re about to say it, but for some reason you forget how to say it. !
Situation: When you can’t remember a person’s name !
Josh: Do you know the name of that teacher who teaches at 
SplashEnglish.com? 
You: Oh, I know him, but I can’t remember his name. I’ll tell you when I 
recall it. !
Situation: When you just don’t have the information right now !
You: We should buy the new computer at ABC Electronics because they have 
the lowest price. 
Josh: How much is a desktop computer at ABC Electronics? 
You: I don’t have the actual numbers right now, but let me get back to you 
on that later. !
◦ It’s nice to let the other person know that you will get back to it. !!!



Situation: When you go off-topic, or confuse yourself while talking !
Josh: What is the best way to save the environment? 
You: You could recycle plastic, or save electricity and water. But the best way 
to save the environment and go green is to reduce carbon dioxide by… I’m 
sorry, I lost my train of thought. I’ll let you know when it comes back to me. !
◦ “I lost my train of thought” is another way of saying, “I forgot what I 

was about to say.” !
Next time you forget a word, name, or what you were talking about, use one 
of these phrases: !
It’s on the tip of my tongue. 
I’ll tell you when I recall it. 
Let me get back to you on that later. 
I lost my train of thought. !
!



WHEN YOU LET THEM KNOW WHAT YOU KNOW 

Whether you deal with a friend, customer, or boss, sometimes it’s important 
that you let them know what you know. You want to show that you’re 
informed and can be trusted.  !
Situation: You want to let the other person know that you’re on top of 
everything, and you don’t need a reminder. Use these phrases to help you 
carry on with the conversation. !
Josh: I just wanted to reiterate that the error in the report your department 
made last month has caused some hiccups in our workflow. 
You: Yes, I’m aware of the issue, and we are taking the best measure to solve 
it. Now, if you’ll allow me, let me explain our procedure for X, Y and Z… 
  
◦ It’s a subtle difference, but responding with “I’m aware of that” sounds 

much better than “I know.” If you want to be taken seriously in a 
professional environment, opt for “I’m aware of.” !

Situation: You want to solicit for information or request a favor. Before asking 
a question, you want to let them know what you know, so that they feel 
comfortable sharing information with you. !
“I heard that your branch office hired three new employees. Could we get 
their names?” !
“I heard” is a little too casual. Instead try: !
“We were notified that your branch office hired three new employees. Could 
we get their names? It would help us keep our database up to date.” !
In business, people often use “we” instead of “I,” even if you are the only 
person in the team. It makes the responsibility that is expected of you less. !
Alternately you could say, “We were informed that ~” !



Situation: Someone is telling a story that you already know. You don’t want to 
waste your time listening until the end of the story. !
Josh: Did you know that Taeji’s ex-wife had an affair? It was a sunny day when 
Taeji was on his way to a concert… 
You: Yes, I heard about that. It was a big surprise to everyone, and I’m sure it 
wasn’t easy for Taeji. I hope he’s over it now. !
◦ Say it with the same level of enthusiasm as the person telling the story, 

and tell your thoughts about it in hindsight. !
Wrap-up: !
If you simply want to let them know what you know, use: !
I’m aware of ~ 
We were notified that ~ 
We were informed that ~ !
To stop someone from retelling you a story, say: !
“I heard about that” and share your thoughts or draw a conclusion. !
People don’t know what you know. It’s your job to tell them what you know. 

!



WHEN YOU WANT TO SHOW THAT YOU ARE NICE 
WITH YOUR ACTION 

In Korea, it’s a common business practice to walk the boss or other higher-ups 
to the elevator or car when they leave. In the Korean culture, this gesture 
shows politeness and respect to someone who is in a higher social rank. Your 
country might have similar practices. But in Western countries, unless you’re 
joining them in their car, if you walk your boss to their car without saying 
anything, it could come across as creepy or needy. !
When you speak English, it’s the best that you let people know what you’ll do 
before doing it. !
So, in the example of walking your boss to the elevator or his car, simply say: !
“Let me walk you to the elevator.” !
Or, !
“I’ll walk you to your car.” !
Don’t just do it. And be sure and make conversation with them while you do 
it. The same principle applies when buying someone a coffee: !
“Let me buy you a coffee. It’s on me.” !
When you show a new employee where the archive room is, say: !
“I’ll walk you to the archive room. It’s this way.” !
You could also try these phrases, too: !
Let me get you some water. !
I’ll hail you a cab. !!



Exception: 
If you are on a date with a romantic partner, perhaps it’s not necessary to say 
these phrases every time. Saying “Let me hold the door for you” is perhaps 
not very attractive. Just hold the door open. !
!



WHEN YOU WANT TO STOP SOMEONE FROM 
INTERRUPTING YOU 

You want to get important things done while you’re focused. Nothing is more 
dreadful than a coworker who bothers you with trivial things. This is how you 
say “No” to them politely before they waste too much of your time. !
Situation: When a coworker comes to your desk and starts chatting with you !
Josh: Hi there! How are you doing? Did you see the football game yesterday? 
You: Hi Josh, I’m in the middle of something. But what’s up? !
◦ End on a positive note, but let them know you’re busy. !

Situation: When someone calls you on the phone !
Josh: Hey! What have you been doing these days? 
You: Hi, Josh! It’s good to hear from you. I don’t mean to be rude, but 
actually I’m in the middle of something. Can I call you back later? !
◦ Excuse yourself and offer to call them back. !

Similar expressions: 
I don’t mean to be rude, but right now I’m pressed for time. Could you make 
it quick? !
We have a limited amount of attention and time we can spare in a day.  
Protect them by politely saying, “No.” !
!



WHEN YOU WANT TO SHOW SYMPATHY 

The person you’re talking to is expressing frustration, anger, or sadness. You 
don’t want to be dragged down by their negativity, but you still want to say 
something nice to them to cheer them up or sympathize with them. !
Situation: When you share the same frustration !
Josh: My boss never gives me the recognition I deserve! 
You: I feel for you. I’m in the same boat. !
Alternately you could say: !
I know what you mean. That happens to me too. 
He’s often like that. !
Situation: When you don’t share the same frustration !
Josh: My clients bother me with so many demands! 
You: That must really be frustrating. !
To show sympathy, also try: !
I totally understand. 
I know. 
I’m sorry to hear that. 
Things will get better. 
Cheer up. 
Look on the bright side. !
◦ It’s good to sympathize with others, but don’t let their negative feelings 

influence you too much! !!
!



BONUS: WHAT NOT TO SAY EVEN WITH THE BEST 
INTENTIONS 

As I told you before !
I know a student who almost always begins his sentences with “As I told you 
before” when he starts talking. This phrase has its place and time. Use this 
when it’s absolutely necessary that you point out what you have mentioned 
previously. Otherwise, using this phrase too frequently makes the listener 
annoyed, not to mention making you come across as pretentious. Look at this 
sentence below: !
“As I told you before, I have a trip to Hawaii next week, so I won’t be able to 
attend your birthday party.” !
You see how pretentious this could sound? !
“I have a trip to Hawaii next week, so I won’t be able to attend your birthday 
party. Sorry.”  !
Even if you did mention your trip before, just politely say it, as if you’re telling 
them for the first time. Don’t make them feel bad. !
As you can see in my resume !
I know a student who used this phrase in a job interview. As soon as she said 
this phrase, all three hiring managers looked down at the resume and shifted 
their attention away from her. Don’t use this at the job interview. Chances are, 
they don’t remember all the details about your resume. Don’t tell them to 
look at the resume. Instead engage them by telling them an interesting story 
and make them want you. A job interview is about selling and promoting 
yourself to the hiring managers. It’s not about checking off a list of 
qualifications.  !
If you’re applying as a financial officer, you would never say: !



“As you can see in my resume, I was the beer drinking champion at my 
university for four consecutive years.” !
Don’t assume that they remember every detail from you resume. Just tell 
them a story. !!
!



HOW TO BE MORE CONFIDENT IN ENGLISH 

I hope you enjoyed this little book to help equip you with 48 phrases that 
save face. !
You now know exactly what to say in any uncomfortable situations. Instead of 
feeling nervous and panicking, you can simply say these phrases effortlessly 
and move on with the conversation. !
If you’re interested in becoming more fluent and confident in English, you can 
join my free newsletter, where I send out lessons on phrases, idioms, 
expressions, pronunciation, and accent training every week. !
You’ll get tips and tricks that I don’t share publicly. !
If you know someone who would enjoy or benefit from this, please forward 
this link to them. !
http://splashenglish.com/phrases-that-save-face/ !
Thanks for reading. If you have any questions, send me an email: !
josh@splashenglish.com !
- Josh 
!

http://splashenglish.com/phrases-that-save-face
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